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National economic woes cut both ways at Armstrong

Check Inside
Women's soccer vs.

By Angela Lucas
StaffWriter

University Relations

Dr. Richard Cebula

in the armed forces becomes
more appealing, and the oth
er alternative that becomes
While the future is impos more appealing is getting
sible to tell, history shows higher education," said Dr.
that when the economy be Richard Cebula, Armstrong's
gins to slump, jobs are hard Shirley & Philip Solomons
er to come by. A common Eminent Scholar.
Many see the current eco
joke among college students
is that their degree is the new nomic situation as dire, but
high school diploma, but with it could actually prompt in
the current economic crisis creased enrollment at Arm
looming, academic qualifi strong.
Armstrong President Dr.
cations are more important
Thomas Z. Jones recalls an
than ever.
"It's rational behavior on other time of crisis in the
the part of the labor force country that lead to a rise in
if they don't have good job the number of students.
"The following fall, after
opportunities, they're going
to go to one of two places if Sept. 11, 20 01, we were well
they're allowed... Enlistment entrenched in economic

downturn and our enroll
ment went up a little over 10
percent, and over the next •
four years we grew a total of
25 percent, and our state ap
propriated budget was cut a
total of 29 percent over that
four year period."
Drawing upon these ex
periences makes Armstrong
well prepared to simultane
ously deal with increasing
enrollment and state-proposed budget cuts, though
the severity of the current
situation is still unclear.
Speaking on the economy,
Cebula said that "the picture
is not pretty, and in the state
of Georgia, higher educa
tion is one of the first targets

Armstrong gets green light
Georgia Power supports campus environmental initiative

SGA approves
budget request
Members discuss
discount card program,
parking and financial aid
By Kristen Alonso
Staff Manager
kainkwell@gmail.com

The SGA granted $300 for
Red Ribbon Week-related
expenses at its Sept. 29 meet
ing. The money will go to
ward prizes totaling $175 for
the drug and alcohol aware
ness Sidewalk Chalk Art
Contest on Oct. 20, a raffle
for a $100 Kroger's grocery/
gas card at a Mothers Against
Drunk Driving presentation
on Thursday, Oct. 23 and
$25 will pay for flyers and
posters promoting the event.
SGA President Somi Benson-Jaja spoke of his meeting
with Interim Director of Uni
versity Police, Richard Conroy, in which they discussed

.
v
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Two representatives from Georgia Power, Betsy McGriff (l eft) and Scarla McAlis
ter (right), provide student Amelia Mixon w ith literature on saving energy and a
compact flourescent light bulb.

Sarah Barlow, an environ
"highly efficient" way to
mental
technician with the
educate students on the im
Savannah
Water and Sewer
portance of energy conserva
Bureau,
worked
in conjunc
tion. "And," he added, "I was
tion
with
the
"go
green"
definitely interested in a free
theme,
stressing
the
impor
light bulb."
Local
pop-rock
act tance of saving water as well
Wormsloew provided live as energy.
music, playing a mix of origi • Barlow also debunked
a common misconception
nal songs and covers.

about the quality of our
local tap water.
"Savannah's water is
award winning, and peo
ple should know that the
water coming from their
tap is safe to drink," she
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Green is the new black
Armstrong's faculty takes a serious
stance against climate change
By Kevyn Arnott
StaffWriter

By Jeremy McAbee
StaffWriter

Shearouse Plaza was abuzz
with activity the afternoon of
Sept. 24, as students and fac
ulty came out to enjoy music,
food and free light bulbs.
The event was part of the
Making Maroon Green ini
tiative, a program designed
to raise energy conservation
awareness around campus.
Students received one free
energy-efficient light bulb in
exchange for a pledge to re
place any standard light bulb
in their residence.
Residence Education Co
ordinator Frank Twum-Barimah organized the event.
Georgia. Power, and the Staff
Advisory Council, who spon
sored the event, sent repre
sentatives Scarla McAlister
and Betsy McGriff to pass
out light bulbs and literature
with tips on saving energy.
"It's our way of trying to
help our consumers on cam
pus conserve energy," said
McAlister.
Jeran Warner, a criminal
justice major, heard about
the event through a mass email and decided to come see
what it was all about.
Warner said it was a

of a tightening budget. The
good news is during times
like these people rationally
should be realizing the great
er and growing importance
of a college education."
Cebula was ranked 23rd
among economists world
wide in "Top Economists:
Bauwens
(1990-2000)."
Bauwens is the name of a
methodology used to deter
mine the quality of e conom
ics journals globally.
Cebula's career in edu
cation spans over 35 years,
including stints at Ohio Uni
versity, Emory University,

A new movement on cam
pus is aiming to create a last
ing environmental awareness
throughout Armstrong. The
movement was inspired by a
student in last spring's class,
"The History and Science of
Climate Change," co-taught
by Dr. Mark Finlay.
"It was a great idea, and it
came up very late in the se
mester. Unfortunately, the
timing was bad. The student
is now graduated and gone
on to graduate work, but at
the beginning of the fall term
some of us who were there
when the moment seemed
right sort of lamented the
fact that it kind of fizzled, and
said well if anyone is going
to step up to the challenge it
has to be in the faculty level",
Winterhalter said.
Still in its infancy, this
program is rapidly taking
shape due to the persistence
of the faculty and the Staff
Advisory Committee (SAC).
In particular, the movement
is spearheaded by Finlay,
Dr. Teresa Winterhalter, Dr.
Michael Mink and Chris Mc
Carthy.
"Mike Mink, Mark [Fin

lay], and I said let's just see
what we can do what we can
put together and find out
about it. There are a number
ways that are already hap
pening on campus. There is
just not a central coordinat
ing body that could really
capitalize on [Armstrong's]
resources,"
Winterhalter
said.
Together they have a com

mon goal to make the envi
ronment a common aspect of
decision making.
What makes this green
movement different from
others is the plan. The pro
gram is pushing to have edu
cation as its foundation.
"Without the academic
infrastructure for these ini
tiatives, it is sort of seen as
a trend. It's sort of seen as
something we do because
we are raising political con
sciousness or something like
that rather than a vital com
ponent of the way of educat
ing to face the challenges of
the 21st century," Winterhal
ter said.
Courses are being planned
and professors are being
hired to establish minor, and
possibly even major, courses
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HO LA earns national accolade
By Francisco Duque
Armstrong Media
Manager

The Hispanic Out
reach and Leadership
Program (HOLA) at
Armstrong has been se
lected as a semifinalist
for a national award from
Excelencia in Education,
a non-profit organization
based in Washington,
D.C. that promotes La
tino education and aca
demic achievement.
Melody
Rodriguez,
HOLA director, founded
the organization in 2003
with the goal of assist
ing Armstrong Latino
students succeed aca
demically by providing
support services and
culturally sensitive pro
grams. Since the estab
lishment of HOLA, Latino
enrollment at Armstrong
has increased 37 percent,
with more than 275 La

tino students currently en
rolled.
As a semifinalist for the
2008 Excelencia in Educa
tion Award, Armstrong's
HOLA will be included in the
2008 edition of What Works
for Latino Students: Exam
ples of Excelencia Compen
dium. The compendium will
be distributed electronically
later this year to more than
13,000 constituents. Ad
ditionally, key educational
organizations and policy
leaders will receive printed
copies. Also, as semifinal
ist, HOLA is now part of Excelencias national campaign
to promote effective institu
tional practices that show ev
idence of su pporting greater
numbers of Latino students
earning higher education de
grees.
"I am thrilled about the
news," said Rodriguez. "This
recognition puts Armstrong
Atlantic on the map, along

with other prestigious Lati
no-serving schools in Texas
and California. I am proud
of this achievement and I'm
thankful for the support my
program has received on this
campus."
This is not the first na
tional accolade received by
HOLA and its founder Ro
driguez, a Venezuelan-born
U.S. citizen, who joined
Armstrong in 2001 and is a
recipient of the 2007 Georgia
Trend 40 Under 40 Award.
The Atlanta-based Goizueta Foundation has sup
ported Armstrong's HOLA
program with two grants
totaling more than $1.1 mil
lion. In addition, HOLA has
been awarded $50,000 in
cultural service grants from
the City of Savannah and
the Georgia Council for the
Arts. HOLA provides 23 cul
tural programs to Armstrong

HOLA I PAGE 5
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Melody Rodriguez.
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The Inkwell

Campus Life

Calendar of Events
Oct. 6: SGA meeting 12:00 p.m. -1:00p.m. Solms 110
Oct. 8: Midterms begin
Oct. 11-14: Fall Break, no classes

NEWS

Get registered
The rules and guidelines on voting in Georgia you
need to know before election day
By Eric Kramer
Staff Writer

Absentee ballots may be
requested if a person is resid
Election Day is fast ap ing temporarily out of their
proaching, as is the deadline precinct or will be absent on
for Georgia voters to register election day, for citizens with
for the general election. Mon physical disabilities or active
day, Oct. 6 is the deadline to duty military.
register for the general elec
Voters also have the op
tion on Nov. 4.
tion of s ubmitting their bal
Students registered in an lots early at their local county
other county may request an office the week prior to the
absentee ballot from their election on Monday through
county office. C ontact infor Friday. Votes cannot be cast
mation to these offices may the Monday before Election
also be found at the Secre Day.
tary of State's website or at
On Nov. 4, polling will be
their local voter registration held from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. at
office.
all local polling stations. Ab

sentee ballots are also due at
7:00 p.m. on Election Day.
Provisional voting is avail
able to give aid to those who
are unable to see or mark the
ballot, operate voting ma
chines or unable to enter the
voting booth.
Please' remember that
there can be no campaigning
within 250 feet of the polling
area. This alsoincludes cloth
ing and accessories depicting
campaign imagery or candi
dates. Those in violation of
this rule may be turned away
arid unable to vote at the tim
e
they arrive to the polls.

If you're registering...

in person:

via mail:

Voices on Campus
Relaxation is good for the mind
By Alexandra North
StaffWriter

The brain can only take so many math problems and English essays. Whether it's
watching television, checking Facebook or taking a nap. students at Armstrong find a
way to push that test to the back of their minds and let their hair down.
This week's voices responded to the question "What's your favorite way to unwind
from classes?"

"I usually write stories or I'll lounge around my
apartment."
lformation
technology

"I go play a riveting game of TextTwist and eat
rum cake."

"I go fishing a t Bell's Landing or go kayaking."
- Dusty Allen, senior, history

"When I get home, I listen to music to relax
and maybe play some music as well."
- Liam Murphy, freshman, undeclared

—

You'll need:

You'll need:
To provide your social security
number and one form of valid
identification, such as a driver's
license, government employee ID,
U.S. Passport or a military ID

A copy of one form of valid
idenification. M ake sure to fill out all
of the information on the application
completely. A pplications can be
found at the Georgia Secretary of
State's web site.

Mail to:

Go to:
Voter registration office at
1117 Eisenhower Drive, Suite E
Savannah, Ga31406

2 Martin Luther King Dr. S.E., Suite
1104 West Tower, Atlanta, GA 30334
or to P .O. Box 13757, Savannah, Ga
31416
Must be postmarked by Oct, 6 to be eligible
for the general election

CLIMATE I FROM PAGE 1
in the future.
"We've been hiring fac
ulty with some expertise in
this field in the recent years,
and so we have enough for a
minor in either environmen
tal science or environmental
studies. We haven't succeed
ed in getting these passed
and approved, but that could
happen with a little push,"
Finlay added.
There is more to the pro
gram than just education.
They are planning numer
ous events and lectures at
Armstrong to make these
environmental problems ap
parent to the students and
faculty.
With strong faculty sup
port, the movement is gain
ing presence and power on
campus, thus the program is
taking aim at some of Savan
nah and Armstrong's prac
tices.
"There certainly are con
crete steps that we can take

BUDGET | FROM PAGE 1

immediately. Recycling, it's
just mind-boggling that we
don't do that with an institu
tion that produces this much
paper on a daily basis," Winterhalter said.
She emphasized the im
portance of s howing people,
especially decision makers
worried about "dollars and
cents," that going green can
be both cost effective and
helpful to the environment.
Savannah's recycling pro
gram is ready for a major
overhaul. The city will start
its curbside recycling pro
gram in January 2009 to re
duce pressure on the landfill.
It should also help alleviate
some dependence on timber
and other resources.
Armstrong is also moving
forward, with the new stu
dent center's environmental
design. Many of its materi
als will b e purchased within
a 500 mile radius, reducing
transportation emissions.
Skylights will allow hot air
to passively leave the build

ing, and, during construc
tion, they will use low emis
sion chemicals. The building
will also use specialized win
dows to better heat and cool
the structure.
The rest of Armstrong is
not far behind. Frank TwumBarimah, Residence Educa
tion Coordinator, is lead
ing Making Maroon Green,
which handed out more effi
cient light bulbs on Sept. 24.
The movement is still
working out its name, struc
ture and plans, but there are
plans for a meeting to he held
in early October, and they are
making plans to have a booth
for Armstrong Day.
"When we brought this up
at the assembly meeting just
two weeks ago, everyone is
so interested in doing this.
I kept hearing 'What can we
do? What can we do?' People
just don't know what to do,"
McCarthy said.

dent access to these loans.
Jones said a Board of Re
All Georgia state univer gents meeting was scheduled
Georgia Tech and here at sities are facing immediate for Oct. 14 and 15 to address
Armstrong.
budget cuts. Asked whether the issue.
"No one knows for certain Armstrong has a plan for
"It's unknown whether we
what the outcome will be, but the slowing economy, Jones will have to go deeper. Each
logic would dictate that on said "We have various tiers university in our system
the average student loans are of pl ans for the current situ prepared a six, eight and 10
going to be a little more dif ation. The governor of the percent reduction plan. The
ficult to get, and they are go state of Georgia has asked Board of Regents will look
ing to get increasingly so, be all state agencies to prepare at a six percent plan at their
coming more costly as well," three reduction scenarios: a October board meeting. If
six percent reduction, eight and when the governor says
Cebula said.
With a large percentage of percent reduction and a 10 that this will happen, then
Armstrong students relying percent reduction. We are Armstrong will be prepared
on loans to help pay tuition, assured at this juncture that and have all of the authoriza
the current credit crunch we will all face a six percent tions in place to approve that
may have an effect on. stu reduction."
plan."
„

Six by Six
What's the point?
By Alexandra North
StaffWriter

Students attend college for many reasons, most of which revolve around getting a degree
and in hopes of landing a good job in the future.
But what's the point of going to college when it's confined to just six words?

"To gain personal g rowth and
enlightenment."
- Conor Little, sophomore,
English

«,.haven<t figured out a pojnt;
-Victoria Hammond, senior,
English communications

"Don't want to be a bum."
-Kim Davies, junior, English

Don t want to get a job.'
- Shannon Wichers, sophomore,
history

"\ want t0 ma|(e the money."
. Brittany Harshman, freshman,
pre-pharmacy

"My father said I had to."
- Courtland Hendricks, junior,
English communications

We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word suggestions for this week's topic:

What do you think of the congressional bailouts?
E-mail submissions to campuslife.inkwell@gmail.com. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major
Please limit yourself to one submission per topic.

Professors highlight Ossabaw's rich history
Robert Strozier faculty Lecture Series continues

By Joseph Schwartzb urt
StaffWriter

Together, Dr. Learotha
Williams and Dr. Barbara
Fertig have amassed a
great deal of knowledge
concerning historic Ossabaw Island and its North
End Plantation - the top
ic of their joint lecture,
scheduled for Oct. 10.
Ossabaw Island, Geor

gia's third largest island, is Plantation. They are worki
only accessible by boat. The in conjunction with a bran
island lies seven miles south of the Ossabaw Island Foe
of Savannah and has been in dation and are on a comm
use for thousands of years tee focusing on the preserv
and has never been devel tion of Ossabaw's histoi
oped. The state of Georgia
bought it for preservation as
Visit us online at
a "green space" in perpetuity.
theinkwellonline.com for a
Fertig and Williams' work,
detailed preview of the talk.
however, centers more on the
The lecture is scheduled for Oct. 10
history of African-American
in
University Hall in Room 156 at
inhabitants of Ossabaw, spe
12:15 p.m.
cifically around theNorth End
I
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EDITORIALS 1
& OP I N I O N S ,

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must
be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu .
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

UES ARE ALLOWED
The Inkwell Editorial

Media coverage of the
election has somehow
managed to eclipse the 2004
around-the-clock frenzy.
There are more bloggers,
more media outlets and more
thorough - and, of course,
completely unbiased - cov
erage from the major play
ers like CNN, Fox News and
MSNBC.
Thus far they've dain
tily "not-covered" the fami
lies of both tickets into the
ground, soundbitten the
stump speeches to the bone
and highlighted every greasy
cheese steak run and any po
tentially humorous verbal
gaffe.
Every single little state
ment is being covered.- That
is excellent. Kudos to the
news media.
• It' s great that the candi
date's messages are being
well reported, but confirm
ing the veracity of those mes
sages should be just as im
portant.The facts and the issues
should be at the forefront.
Not political strategy or cam
paign conniving - unless
something truly dubious is
afoot. If someone isn't talk
ing, or is hiding behind their
PR team, then give the spot
light to a candidate that is
willing to talk.
'
2008

And make sure they're
telling the truth.
It's a shame that the news
outlets serving the smor
gasbord of "change" and
"straight talk" aren't doing
any better of a job than the
candidates of giving the vot
ing populace what it needs to
make a responsible decision.
Election coverage should
not be complicated.
The politicians speak on
the issues.
The media report what the
politicians say.
The media then verify the
"facts" presented by the poli
ticians.
The voting public uses the
media's reporting to choose a
Big Cheese come November.
Repeat.
The facts and the issues
are being buried, both by the
candidates and the media
responsible for dragging the
reality out of them.
CNN.com's fact checks are
presented as an ongoing blog
that breaks down statement
after statement as things get
verified. The good news, ex
emplified by their coverage
of a misleading statement by
Obama regarding McCain's
proposed tax cuts, is that they
have reached out for nonpar
tisan input where available.
They took the Obama cam
paign's economic breakdown
of McCain's tax cuts to the

Illustration by Brian Anderson

Tax Policy Center and pro
vided what appears to be a
fair and balanced conclusion
on the facts behind Obama's
claim alongside the center's
corrective statement on Mc
Cain's own figures.
Of course, being able to
utilize this information pre
sumes anyone can find the
blog, which is often buried as
a small link in CNN's Politics
section.
Fox News' fact checking is
primarily in online video for
mat, occasionally peppered

with an AP article such as the
Sept. 28 piece on the first de
bate that also ran in publica
tions across the country.
There's
nonpartisan
factcheck.org, a site that is
generally reliable for check
ing actual facts mentioned
during the campaign but oc
casionally slipping into deep
er political interpretation
along the way.
Unfortunately, fact check
ing doesn't lend itself to the
entertaining news demanded
by the current sound bite-

The Inkwell.
Write a letter to our
editor at

inkwell@armstrong.edu
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to check the facts behind it
and inform the public.
The facts are out there,
and they are being checked
- it currently takes a little
extra work from the citizen
ry to find them. But if web
traffic and ratings points for
that kind of coverage jumps,
maybe the law of supply and
demand will kick in and it
will become easier and easier
to find.
Push the theory one step
further and who knows?
Maybe truth will become the
standard for political trade.

Letter to the Editor

Have your opinion
published in

driven society. In fact, it can
come off as a bit boring and
has the nasty side effect of
sometimes rendering the
very best of those sound bites
as erroneous and useless.
When the news media
make a mistake that goes be
yond a typical typo, it's our
responsibility to print a cor
rection.
When the news media
print a mistaken statement
by someone, especially a
politician vying for the presi
dency, it is our responsibility

As we near the 2008
presidential election, the
candidates are becoming in
creasingly worried about the
international image of the
United States. It is obvious
that our reputation abroad
has suffered during the Bush
presidency, and it is seen as
axiomatic that we must work
to repair our global relations.
As a true patriot and one who
is always willing to tackle
the toughest problems, I
have taken it upon myself
to indentify why the many
peoples of the world hate us
Yanks so.
My hope is that by under
standing why we are univer
sally loathed, we will be able
to take actions to win back
the love we have lost. Natu
rally, any conversation about
modern American diplomacy
must start with Iraq. Our in
vasion and overthrow of the
dictator Saddam Hussein
was seen as horrendously ag
gressive and mean-spirited.
Our forces were not in
vited to enter Iraq by the rul
ing government, so we would
have been well-advised to
stay out and let the Iraqi peo
ple run things themselves.
If a few hundred thousand
more Kurds or Shiites would
have died under the contin
ued reign of Saddam and his
sons, that should have been
viewed as their problem and
not ours.
Our lack of initiative to
stop the genocide in Darfur is
another reason for our having
earned all Earth's animosity.
The Sudanese government
had been lending weapons
and money to the Arab Janjaweed militia groups in
hopes of eradicating the eth
nic African Fur, Zaghawa,
and Massaleit tribes of the
region. Any rational person
should recognize that Amer
ica, as the dominant hyperpower of the globe, needed to
act to prevent the Sudanese

government from cariying
out a campaign of ethnic and
religious extermination.
Obviously, we should have
invaded Sudan and replaced
their
pseudo-democracy
with a real one. Many people
would have claimed that we
had invaded to usurp own
ership of Sudan's newly dis
covered oil fields, but if we
would have allowed China
to continue importing 60%
of the country's extracted
crude, then we could have
avoided the issue entirely
while keeping oppressed mi
norities safe. Certainly that
course of action would have
been a good deal all around.
Bush and company have
recently angered Serbia and
her allies by# recognizing
the sovereignty of Kosovo.
Though the population of
Kosovo may be comprised of
70% Muslims, most of whom
want a government that rep
resents their values, it was
foolhardy for our leaders to
support Kosovar indepen
dence as Serbians still view
Kosovo as part of theireountry. Kosovo has a long history
as a province of Serbia, and
we should not have rocked
the boat of Balkan anxiety
unnecessarily. This reckless
move may threaten not only
our interests but the interests
of solidarity in the region for
decades to come.
The Chinese occupation
of Tibet should also not be
overlooked. It is high time
that Bush and his cronies
summon some common
sense and recognize the inde
pendence of that noble and
resilient Himalayan people.
The Tibetans are a peaceful
lot who only want to govern
themselves, as all people do.
But our government selfishly
looks after only its own in
terests, and thus refuses to
do anything to liberate Tibet.
Come, on, Uncle Sam, when
are you going to stand up for

that noble dream of national
self-rule?
To appease the Colum
bian government, we should
work to find a bi-partisan
agreement on a free trade
deal. Free trade is the ba
sis of economic growth, and
both America and Columbia
would benefit from an agree
ment.
To make South Korea hap
py, we should stop insisting
on expanding our free trade
deal. If the South Korean
government doesn't want
its people eating American
beef, and the Democrats do
not want Americans buying
cheaper Hyundais, then it is
for the best. After all, protec
tionism is the basis of eco
nomic growth.
The Secretary-General of
the United Nations, Ban Kimoon, has been rumored to
have griped about America's
paltry payments to the orga
nization. To ameliorate our
rapport with the mighty and
omnipotent U.N., perhaps
it would be best if w e took a
more active role within the
organization's networks by
providing more funding and
leadership.
We have repeatedly frus
trated Vladimir Putin, the
Prime Minister of the Rus
sian Federation, by our
strong-arm tactics within
the halls of the U.N.. Russia
is a docile power and poten
tial ally, so to appease Prime
Minister Putin we should
consider marginalizing the
role we play in the U.N. and
making way for other powers
to pick up our slack.
After all, we do not want
other world leaders to think
that we are trying to hog the
power and the glory for our
selves.
But our foolhardy foreign
policy decisions are not the
only reasons we are hated.
.Just have a look at our deca
dent culture. Saudis, Paki

stanis, Jordanians and Syr
ians all disdainfully gawk at
our wussified men, our gay
night clubs, our scantily clad
women and our ladies of the
night. Naturally, followers
of Islamic teachings find our
culture disgusting and infe
rior. We are in a real mess
in the moral sense and could
use some cleaning up on the
home front. If we let God
back into our lives I am sure
the Islamic world would ac
cept us once again as "people
of the Book," and all this "war
on terror" nonsense would be
exposed for what it really is:
right-wing scaremongering.
And while we are at it,
I know how to make the
French, Dutch, Greeks and
Swedes happy too. All we
need to do is legalize prosti
tution, give gays more rights,
stop worshipping God so
much and tell our men to
lighten up and behave more
like women. No sane Europe
an wants a Bible-thumping,
redneck, bigoted bully for a
trans-Atlantic ally. It is time
America got with it, stopped
being so damned macho,
and put "god" where "he"
belongs: in the ashcan of his
tory. America has always had
close ties to Europe, and if we
want those ties to strengthen
in the years to come we need
to cut back on military pre
paredness and put more
tax-payer money towards
funding transvestite pride
parades.
Well, those are just a few
suggestions to start. World
opinion really matters, my
fellow Americans, and if we
just do a complete 180 on all
the policies listed above, I
have no doubt that we shall
soon find ourselves back
within the tender embrace of
the global community.

- Matt Moyer
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SPORTS

Calendar of Events

Weekly Sports
Trivia Quiz

Oct. 3: Volleyball vs. Fayetteville St. at Pembroke, N.C. 7:00 p.m.
Oct 3-5: Men's Tennis at Georgia Tech Invitational at Atlanta, Ga.
Oct. 4: Volleyball vs. St. Andrews at Pembroke, N.C. 10:00 a.m.
vs. Queens (N.C.) at Pembroke, N.C. 12:00 p.m.
Soccer at GCSU 7:00 p.m.

McClatchv-Tribune News Serv ice
(MCT)

QUESTIONS:

Women's soccer ties UNC Pembroke
By Gabriella Kovacs
Staff writer

The Lady Pirates earned a
0-0 draw against the sixthranked UNC Pembroke Lady
Braves in the friendly con
fines of AT&T F ield on Sept
24.
There were two over time
periods in the game, but nei
ther team could score. The
Pirates had a chance to break
the tie in the first period, but
UNCP's Ashley McManus
from successfully defended
Pirate Emily Latner's corner
kick. Latner finished
with
four shots, while Kristin Bur
ton, reigning Peach Belt Con
ference Player of the Week at
game time, had seven.
UNCP keeper Whitney
Beverly made six saves for
the game, while Armstrong
keeper Tracey Mitchell made
nine.

Armstrong women's soc
cer has never before had a
scoreless tie. They registered
the draw despite the fact that
three Pirates - Kelli Bahr,
Brittany Carr, and Lyndsi
Stridden - could not play
due to injuries, and UNCP
arrived at 7-0 overall for the
season.
Armstrong's Head coach
Eric Faulconer was satisfied
with the result.
"We played well against
a highly qualified team," he
said.
"We would have been hap
py with a win, but a tie didn't
hurt us. The majority of the
game was some of the best
soccer we ever played. We
knew coming into this game
that they were a top ten team
and that we were gonna have
to fight for everything," said
sophomore Kyndal Schaaf.

: 1.) Who was the shortest tennis player to compete in
the Wimbledon men's division?
If 2.) How many Wimbledon singles championships did
|
Pete Sampras win?
| 3.) Who was the youngest men's champion at Wimble-

I don?

| 4.) A guy named Gore (not Al) is the oldest men's
champion at Wimbledon. What was his age?
I 5.) Who won the women's singles title in Wimbledon

J
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Head coach Simon Earnshaw continues to coach
players to success.
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

Armstrong freshmen Edualdo Bonet and Sona No
vakova each captured the
ITA Southeast Regional sin
gles titles on Monday Sept.
29 at the Palmetto Tennis
Center in Sumter, S.C. On

Saturday Sept. 27 the Pi
rates and Lady Pirates col
lectively went 28-1 in sin
gles and doubles matches,
advancing 12 players in sin
gles play and all six doubles
teams. Five singles players
and three doubles duos in
the ITA Regional Semifi
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Goalkeeper Tracey Mitchell's nine saves for the game
were enough to keep UNCP scoreless.

Bonet, Novakova capture ITA
regional singles titles on monday

XT\# 45
Mall -•; J

in 2007?

nals featured after Sun
day's second day of action.
The duo will now ad
vance to the 2008 ITA Na
tional Small College Cham
pionships in Mobile, Ala.,
on October 16-19. Head
coach Simon Earnshaw has
coached the region cham
pion in singles now in con
secutive seasons as Bonet
joins Robert Jendelund
(2007) and Novakova joins
Johanna Dahlback (2007)
as champions for the Pirates.
Bonet, a freshman from
Barcelona, Spain, advanced
to the singles final with a
6-4, 6-4 win over teammate
Paul Bishop. A 9-16 seed in
the draw, Bonet then defeat
ed No. 4 seed Bruno Seves of
USC Aiken, 6-0, 6-2, in the.
final. Bonet will now com
pete against the other seven
DII regional singles winners
in the Small College Nation
al Championships in Mobile.
Novakova, a freshman
from Slapanice in the Czech
Republic, also advanced to
the singles final with a win
over a teammate as she de
feated No. 4 seed Gabri
ella Kovacs, 6-1, 6-3. A 9-16
seed in the draw, Novakova

then knocked off No. 3
seed Eva Petschnig of
Columbus State, 7-5, 7-5,
to join Bonet in Mobile.
The Pirates did not fare
so well in doubles play as
the men's top-seeded duo
of Rafael Array and Tim
Johannsen lost to the No.
4-seeded duo of Siqueira
and Pickham of GCSU,
8-4, in the semifinals. The
women's top-seeded duo
of Alida Muller-Wehlau
and Martina Beckmann
defeated
teammates
Kathleen
Henry and
Alisa Kagukina, 8-2, to
advance to the final, but
the pair lost to 5-8 seed
Semyrodenko and White
of Clayton State, 8-6.
Bonet and Novakova
will have a chance to
represent the Pirates in
the ITA Super Bowl of
Small College Tennis if
they can capture the DII
singles
championships
in Mobile. Armstrong
has had two Super Bowl
champions in school his
tory: Zsofia Golopencza in
2003 and Johanna Dahl
back last season, in 2007.

:SU3MSNV

DID YOU KNOW?

So, what was tennis first called when introduced in 1874? Walter
Clopton Wingfield, the sport's originator from Wales, termed and
patented the new game "sphairistike."
Suffice to say, that's Greek to most of us.
Literally, it is. The word "sphairistike" is Greek for "playing ball."
Luckily, that hard-to-enunciate Greek word eventually became a
French word.
So how about "tenez," anyone?
compiled by Gregory Clay

Pirates fall in five
to USC Aiken
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

The defending champion
USC Aiken Pacers rallied
from a 2-1 deficit to defeat
the Armstrong volleyball
squad,-3-2, on Saturday Sept.
27 at the Convocation Center
in Aiken, S.C. ^ame scores
were: 20-25, 25-20, 15-25,
25-23,16-14.
The Pacers (11-4,1-1 PBC)
honored their 2007 PBC
Champion squad in a cer
emony before the match,
as well as retiring the num
ber of former PBC Player of
the Year Mandy Gerolstein.
The Pirates (11-5, 0-1 PBC)
started out quickly, hitting
.340 in the first game with
a 25-20 win. After dropping
the second game, the Pirates
held the Pacers to -.105 hit
ting in game three to take the
2-1 lead.
Game four turned on an
unfortunate
inadvertent
whistle, with (he Pirates
leading 8-5, referees signaled

a replay even though Torrie
Bevolo had collected the kill.
USC Aiken used that to edge
out a 25-23 win in game four.
The Pacers then scored four
of the last five points of game
five, erasing a 13-12 Arm
strong advantage to take a
16-14 win.
Senior Rindy Vidovich led
all players on the day with
a career-high 25 kills and a
.340 hitting percentage. The
25 kills easily bested her pre
vious career high of 18, set
against Augusta State on Oct.
21, 2006. Bevolo added 17
kills and 17 digs, while soph
omore Hannah Segebart tal
lied a season-high 60 assists
and freshman Casey Howett
added a season-high 29 digs.
Stefanie Durham led the
Pacers with 19 kills, 20 digs
and a .255 hitting percent
age. Theo Marshall added 12
kills and Danielle Spice also
added 20 digs, while Lauren
Cedeno chipped in 21 assists
and Whitney Tabbert added
19 assists and 13 digs.

Goforth's OT Goal Sends No. 12
Cougars Past Pirates, 3-2
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

The No. 12-ranked Co
lumbus State women's soc
cer team scored three un
answered goals, tallying the
match winner six minutes
into overtime to defeat host
Armstrong Atlantic, 3-2,
on Sunday Sept. 28 at the
AT&T Field in Savannah.
In the 96th minute, CSU
forward Gina Goforth was

fouled about six yards out
side of the box. Goforth
took the free kick, and a de
flection off of the wall beat
Armstrong keeper Tracey
Mitchell on the left side,
giving the Cougars (10-2,
4-0 PBC) the victory.
Columbus State was able
to net the overtime winner
thanks to Stephanie Parrish, who settled a high ball
in the box with her shoul

der and beat Mitchell with
a volley in the 84th minute
for the match-tying goal,
sending the game into extra
time.
Armstrong (4-3-2, 1-1-1
PBC) started the match
quickly, getting a goal in
the eighth minute as Jen
nifer Brian's throughball
found Jamie Craine in the
box, who dribbled past CSU
keeper Monica Sanchez and

delivered the first tally of
the match. The Pirates in
creased the first-half lead
to 2-0 on Kristin Burton's
seventh goal of the season,
assisted by Emily Latner,
and took that lead into in
termission.
Columbus State got on
the scoreboard in the 63rd
minute as Kelsey Floyd de
livered a cross to Gina Goforth, who scored to make

the match, 2-1. Goforth has
four goals in each of the last
two matches fiar CSU, road
wins over UNC8 Pembroke
and Armstrong.
The Cougars held a slight
advantage in shots, 20-18,
but enjoyed an 8-3 edge in
corner kicks. Armstrong
keeper Tracey Mitchell re
corded six saves, while CSU
keeper Monica Sanchez
notched seven saves.

The Pirates return to ac
tion on Wednesday, Oct.
1, with a 4:00 p.m. match
at Georgia Southwestern
State. Columbus State next
visits No. 3-ranked West
Florida on Wednesday, Oct.
1, at 6:00 p.m.
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Lady Pirates Finish 8th At
CSU Fall Invitational
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

The Armstrong women's
golf team fired a final day
340 to finish in eighth place
at the Charleston Southern
Fall Invitational on Tuesday
Sept. 30 at the Coosaw Creek
Golf Club in Charleston, S.C.
Host Charleston South
ern shot a second-day 310
to finish with a two-day 610
total, four strokes ahead of
Coastal Carolina (614) and
15 strokes ahead of BethuneCookman (625). Radford
(628) and Fairfield (665)
rounded out the top five.
Sophomore Kristen Jelinek shot a second-day 86
and finished
the tourna
ment with a two-day 169
total, finishing
31st indi
vidually. Freshman Victo
ria Bennett shot an 87 on
Tuesday and also finished
with a 169 total, tying with
Jelinek for 31st. Sophomore
Sarah Johns shot an 88 and
finished in 37th place with
a 172 total, while freshman
Madison Mongin shot an 85
and finished tied for 38th
individually with a 174 total.
Sophomore Carrie George
shot the day's best round for
the Lady Pirates, rebound
ing from a first-round
95
to shoot an 82 and finish
ing with a 177 total, tying
for 42nd place individually.

The Armstrong wom
en's golf team fired a firstround 338 on Monday Sept.
29 to sit in seventh place.
Host Charleston South
ern lead the 11-team field
after a 16-over-par 300
score, five strokes ahead of
Coastal Carolina (305) and
11 strokes ahead of Bethune-Cookman (311). Rad
ford (316) and Presbyterian
(324) round out the top five.
Freshman Victoria Ben
nett fired the day's best round
for the Pirates with an 82,
tying for 23rd individually.
Sophomore Kristen Jelinek
shot an 83 and tied for 26th
place, while sophomore Sar
ah Johns shot an 84 and tied
for 29th place individually.
Freshman Madison Mongin
made her Armstrong debut
with an 89, tying for 45th
place individually, while
sophomore Carrie George
rounded out the Lady Pi
rate scoring with a 95, ty
ing for 49th individually.
Armstrong
paced the
three Division II schools
in the field after the first
day as Anderson (340) and
Newberry (342) trailed
the Lady Pirates with
one round left to play.
The Lady .Pirates return
to action on Oct. 6-7 at the
9th Annual LRC/Myrtle
Beach Intercollegiate at
the River Hills Country
Club in Little River, S.C.

students and the community
at different venues each year,
including Latino Heritage
Week, which attracts some
1,500 visitors to the campus
each fall.
Rodriguez traveled to
Houston to attend an award
ceremony hosted by Ex-

GREEN | FROM PAGE 1
their tap is safe to drink,
she said.
"You already pay for it, so
why spend more on bottled
water?"
According to Barlow, at

SGA | FROM PAGE 1

Men's
Oct. 5
Muscle Punch vs. Second String 8:00 p.m.
S.T.D.s vs. The Coalition 9:00 p.m.
Oct. 6
Easy Company vs. The i.B.B. 8:00 p.m.
Wet n' Gales vs. Livin' Legends 9:00 p.m.
Oct. 9
Muscle Punch vs. The I.B.B. 8:00 p.m.
Second String vs. Blackout 9:00 p.m.
Wet n' Gales vs. The Coalition 10:00 p.m.

Women's
Oct. 8
Alpha Sigma Tau vs. Sigma Steelers 7:00 p.m.
PT Girls vs. H.A.M. 8:00 p.m.
Location: Intramural Field
Sophomore Kristen Jelinek finished the tournament
with a two-day 169 total, finishing 31st individually.

Want to write for
sports?
Come by The Inkwell office in room 202 in the MCC
and speak with Tiffany Thornton to find out how to
get published in the Inkwell as a sports writer.

For more information: e-mail Tiffany at
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
Sophomore Carrie George shot a 82 for the second
round and finished with a 177 total, tying for 42nd
place individually.
Photos courtesy Sports Communications
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Intramural Flag Football Scedule

Students gear up to study abroad
With more than a dozen nations on the list, students at all levels tried to find
the one right for them
By Isa Gutierrez
Staff Writer

celencia in Education on
Sept. 23.
"The continued growth
of the Latino population at
Armstrong is a result of the
tremendous work of Melody
Rodriguez," said Armstrong
Vice President of Student Af
fairs, Vicki McNeil.
"Our strength at Arm-

strong Atlantic is in the rich
diversity of students and
their academic achievements.
Rodriguez has created an en
vironment where Latino stu
dents can pursue their aca
demic and career goals and
participate in programming
that supports and enhances
their cultural heritage."

least 40 percent of bottled
drinking water is nothing
more than tap water that's
been filtered one more time.
"You can get the same
quality of bottled water by
putting an in-sink filter in

your home, though our wa
ter is safe enough to drink
straight from the tap," she
said.
Information on Savan
nah's tap water can be found
at the city's Web site, savannahga.gov.

stemmed from two lend $1,600. He said he may
ers who were not releasing
have found a printer who
impus parking. Benson-Ja- money to universities as
can produce the cards at a
i sa id the University Police well as a switch to different
much less expensive rate.
lepartment (UPD) is look- computer software. Nowicki
m
lg at increasing motorcycle said that financial aid is try
Retirement
arking and requiring park- ing to fill new positions to
ig decals for motorcycles. help with students' issues.
Dr. Vicki McNeil, vice
Benson-Jaja added that
"[Watjen's] real open to
president
of student affairs,
ie UPD is in the process ot student support," Nowicki
said
that
Armstrong Presi
loving the registration pro- said and added that Watjen
ess online for both visitors comes from a student af dent Thomas Jones had
nd students, a plan the de- fairs background. "I re announced his planned re
artment may model after ally thinlpthat in the next tirement on June 30th via
tie procedure at the Univer- six months ... that it will e-mail Monday morning.
ity of Richmond in Virginia. be a lot smoother opera McNeil discussed the proce
tions going on over there." dure for the president's re
placement, which' includes
Financial aid follow-up
a vetting procedure on cam
Discount cards
pus before the Board of Re
Senator Chris Nowicki,
hair of student services,
gents
reviews the candidates.
Nowicki
is
research
liscussed his meeting wi
Treasurer
Anna Mach stat
ing cheaper alternatives to
)r. Russell Watjen, associ- the discount card program ed the current budget balance
te vice president of enrol - for Armstrong students, is $39,203.38 and the encum
management. No™ck.
which usually costs around brance balance is $3,318.38.
aid some of the problems

Faculty, staff and
student representatives
filled multiple tables with
pamphlets and good
ies in order to spread
the word on opportu
nities from China to
Mexico, and everywhere
in between at the Study
Abroad Fair on Sept. 24.
Throughoutthethreehour event hosted in the
MCC's University Dining
Room, more than 100
students came to visit
the Study Abroad Fair.
Studying abroad is
generally regarded as
a great opportunity for ,
students because it not
only allows them to go
on a foreign foray, but
they can also gain class
credits, make friends
and learn new cul
tures during their trip.

Many students are ex
cited to have the chance
to study abroad thanks to
Armstrong's commitment to
expanding student educa
tion beyond the classroom.
"Here at AASU, the Inter
national Affairs Program is
trying to promote awareness
of what is happening globally.
In fact the Board of Regents
wants all campuses to be
come more globalized by add
ing more global components
to the class criteria," Dr. Jim
Anderson of the Internation
al Programs department said.
Each year, more pro
grams are added to the list
of study abroad opportunities. Professors promoting
study abroad felt that trav
eling out of the country is
important because reading
about a foreign place is no
substitute for going there.
"It's better to go some
where, than nowhere," Dr.

Bill Deaver, head of the ex
cursion to Mexico, said.
Many interested students
learned that financial aid is
available to those wanting to
travel abroad. Not only are
additional grants and schol
arships available to those
wanting the experience, but
students are also able to
use HOPE, Pell and student
loans to help pay for the trip.
Make sure to talk to a fi
nancial aid counselor for the
specifics on getting assistance
at least a semester before your
trip to help limit problems.
To find more information
on study abroad opportuni
ties visit the office of Interna
tional Education at Gamble
Room 204A, or go to the
study abroad Web site at intl.
armstrong.edu/abroad.html.

Photo by Chris Gibson

Sally Lopez hands out literature and helps point students Takevia Sawyer and
Eric Brown to a study abroad program that will f it their needs.
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Calendar of Events
ARTS

&

ENTERTAINMENT

Oct. 6: 12:00 p.m.-i:oo p.m. Creative Writing Club meeting in the
Shearhouse Plaza. Contact Monica Rausch or Bonnie Emerick (912)
344-3343/344-2867Oct. 8:12:00 p.m.-i:i5 p.m. Fiction Reading by Leslie Walker Williams
in Science Center RM 1405. For more information contact David Wheel
er at (912) 344-2919 or e-mail david.wheeler@armstrong.edu.

Check online for the following:
- Weekly recipe
- Barbara Jane's restaurant review
www.theinkwellonline.com

Fall art exhibit gives faculty the opportunity to shine
By Katie Staley
Staff Writer

tons on it. Jensen explains
that he enjoys "alternative
As one of th e 10 art exhi modes of pottery decoration"
bitions hosted by the Depart and likes to decorate ceram
ment of Art, Music & T he ics in "a different way." This
atre, the 2008 Faculty Art particular pot took a lot of
Exhibition has been on dis gluing, requiring between 15
play in the Fine Arts Gallery and 20 hours from start to
since Sept. 15 and will cl ose finish.
Jensen said that he gothis
on Oct. 3.
start
in painting and noticed
A blend of both three-di
that
he
really enjoyed paint
mensional and two-dimen
sional art shares the space. ing on clay. He realized that
Adorning the walls are paint what he really wanted to do
ings, drawings, photographs was "make 3-D objects and
and digital prints that ac color them however I wanted
company the sculptures and to color them."
Jensen, a professor of art,
other works.
One of the first eye-catch mentions that in addition to
ers in the gallery is Dr. John painting on clay, he enjoys
G. Jensen's "Shirmira Hill: figure sculpture. When he
I'll Give You Something to first started teaching at Arm
Cry About." This female bust strong in 1985, he felt fortu
is a ceramic sculpture that
nate to be offered a position.
Jensen says he spent around
He did a little bit of every
50 hours crafting. It is a
thing
within his discipline,
brightly painted sculpture of
a young girl wearing a green he said, because at the time
hat, pink graphic t-shirt and there were not that many fac
a
black-and-white-striped ulty members.
The exhibit also featured
tie.
His inspiration was a stu another bust by Jensen, en
dent named Shirmira Hill. titled the "Novia with Fish
Her friends described her as (Homage to Carol Beck"bubbly, happy and trendy," with)," raku pots and another
and she was always "in style," pot decorated in an "alterna
dressing in an "interesting tive mode."
way," Jensen said.
Two large digital prints,
"Button Pot," is exactly
"Contend" and "Manipula
that: a pot with lots of but

Faculty members
featured in the exhibit
Dr;Tom Cato
Head of Art, Music and
Theatre, Professor of Art
Rachel Green,
. Professor of Art
John Jensen,
Professor of Art
Linda Jensen,
Professor of Art
Pang-Chieh Hsu,
Assistant Professor of Art

Photo by Katie Staley

"Manipulation" by Angela Home. Digital print.

tion," grace the somber walls
of t he gallery; Professor An
gela Horne, who has been at
Armstrong forfour years, cre
ated both. Horne specializes
in graphic design and said
that the two pieces are from
a larger body of work that
creates a "discourse with the
viewer about gender and Uto
pia in the media."
"Contend" depicts a pair

It matters how
you shake it
By Alea Watson
Staff Writer

I hate it when I shake a
woman's hand and she offers
only four ofher dainty fingers
in a weak, limp, super-femi
nine handshake. Conversely,
I've shaken a man's hand and
he expects the same from me,
offering me a tender grip. A
puny handshake from either
sex can beviewed as offensive
to some or a sign of weakness
and insecurity to others.
A University of Aabama
psychological study titled
"Handshaking, Gender, Per
sonality, and First Impres
sions" reveals that "women
who are more open to expe
rience have a firmer hand
shake," which creates a better
first impression, but, "more
open men [have] a less firm
handshake." To further add
to the confusion, overcompensating and offering a su
per-strong grip can suggest
aggressiveness.

The purpose of a hand
shake is to create a positive
first impression that conveys
confidence, sincerity and
equality. Done poorly, it cre
ates a weak or misread first
impression.
Here is how to perform a
proper handshake. Whether
male or female, if you are
the guest, it is customary to
wait a few moments for the
host's handshake. If the host
doesn't initiate the hand
shake, you should.
If seated, you should al
ways stand to greet. Wipe
your palms prior to the hand
shake if they're sweaty. Make
eye contact and smile while
extending your right hand
with thumb up. Place your
palm in their palm and make
sure that the skin between
your thumb and index finger
and your counterpart's same
locale are touching.
Firmly grip your new
friend's hand and offer two
to three up-and-down shakes

- this should only last a
few seconds. During the
handshake, say your first
and last name and say the
other person's name as
well.
Finally, you casually
release their hand while
maintaining eye contact
and smiling. Once the
meeting is over, it's ap
propriate to shake hands
- without the name repeti
tion - before leaving.
With practice it will
become more natural. Re
gardless of w hether you're
a male with large, strong
hands or a female with
small, delicate hands, your
handshake tells a lot about
you. Make sure to always
be professional, confident
and sincere when meeting
new people, whether it is
an interview with a poten
tial employer or just lunch
with a new friend.

Illustration by Sarah Lorenzo

of legs made from magazine
covers. The whole piece is in
shades of purple, and in the
left bottom corner are the
words "Researchers Con
tend," and in the top right
(on the opposite side of the
legs) is written "mass media
is the strongest conveyor of
each of the following sociocultural assumptions of fem
ininity: the thin body ideal

thin is good ideal body as ob
ject ideal."
"Manipulation" isa collage
of m ore magazine covers, all
in shades of green, and in the
top left corner a hand with
a surgeon's scalpel is slicing
them open. The text on this
piece makes the cold claim,
"digital manipulation is to
the printed body what plastic
surgery is to human body."

Angela Horne,
Assistant Professor of Art
Adjunct Faculty:
Mallory Pearce
Kevin Hoffman
John Schmidt
Elissa Frankino
Gayle Shaw Clark
Mirka Hokkanen
The exhibit includes some
pieces that are for sale, but it
is primarily an opportunity
for students, teachers and
staff members to see the cre
ativity of the local collegiate
community.

Nothing to see at St. Anna
Spike Lee's war epic could have used a miracle in the script, too

© Touchstone Pictures. All Rights Reserved. Photo credit: David Lee.

Matteo Sciabordi, Omar Benson Miller (behind Matteo), Michael Ealy, Laz Alonso,
Derek Luke (Forefront). This films chronicles the story of four black American sol
diers stationed in Tuscany, Italy during Word War II.

By Joseph Peters
Staff Writer

story seem interesting. Hon
estly, "Miracle at St. Anna"
should
be Spike Lee's great
"Miracle at St. Anna"
might be the most disap war epic, but its biggest
pointing movie of the year. problem is that it isn't. The
There,
it's
been pace of the film is slow and
said, and it's probably clumsy and sitting through
not far from the truth. the first hour requires a
Spike Lee has matured good deal of dedication.
The action in the movie
jars
into an excellent direc
tor. The.book is emotional you at first. It's then repeated
and raises interesting ' so over and over again, never
cial questions. And the cast, building to a climax or doing
while mostly unheard-of, anything out of the ordinary.
seems to have a good grasp Lee is trying to tell astory that
of what they are doing. differs from other movies.
Unfortunately, "Miracle
What
went
wrong?
at
St. "Anna" isn't differ
The movie begins in Har
ent
from other World War
lem in 1983, with post of
fice clerk Hector Negron II movies, and it certainly
(Laz Aonso) shooting a isn't told differently from
man dead. Why did he do other World War II movies.
The subplot of the film - a
it? We travel to the year
1944 to find out, and Ne- relationship between a young
gron's 92nd Infantry is try Italian boy (Matteo Sciabor
ing to cross the Serchio di) and the soldier he calls
River in Tuscany. Only four his "Chocolate Giant" (Omar
men make it, and they find Benson Miller) -should have
themselves living in a rela either been scaled back con
tively friendly Italian village. siderably or made the mov
Ml of t he elements of t he ie's focal point. As it stands,

Lee is trying to tightrope
between two entirely differ
ent movies, and it appears
to have been a losing battle.
There's really not much
good to say about "Miracle
at St. Anna." It could have
been great, for sure. The
pieces are all there — the
haunting soundtrack, the
solid actors, the genius di
rector, the captivating story
- but the film lacks the most
crucial element: a script
which ties it all together.

2 stars (out of 5)

Directed by: Spike Lee
Starring: Derek Luke, John
Turturro, Michael Ealy, Laz Alonso,
Omar Benson Miller
Rated: R for strong war violence,
language and some sexual
content/nudity.

The Inkwell

Savannah student makes
finals in international
industrial design competition
The "Sook" is desionori
u •
gnea to bring social networking sites into the kitchen
the Sook's designer, SCAD
industrial design student
Adam Brodowski, 21.
The Sook's features in
clude sensory detectors that
identify the type of food that
is on or near the device, a
cutting board, the ability to
measure weight and mois
ture, and even an electronic
tongue that digitizes tastes
and analyzes them so that
the ingredients blend to cre
ate a pleasing flavor.
"The features were born
Photo courtesy of
out
of understanding the
Adam Brodowski
user. Once I figured out what
a generation Ver might want
By Shade Summers
in their kitchen, I made a
Staff Writer
device that caters to those
needs. I tried to avoid mis
The
locally designed cellaneous features and at
Sook, is among nine final tempted to keep it as simple
ists in the 2008 Electrolux as I could, despite it being a
Design Lab global competi complex system," said Bro
tion. The wireless kitchen dowski.
assistant generates, displays
Each ingredient is built
and shares recipes via the In into a recipe on the screen,
ternet.
and the Sook will photograph
This year the challenge was the final dish and upload it to
to create appliance concepts a social networking site. The
for the internet generation. unit is space efficient, water
The "Sook" is one of n ine fi proof and can be washed in
nalists out of more than 600 the sink alongside regular
entries from 49 countries.
dishes.
"The name comes from
Most of the final designs
mixing 'social' and 'cooking' are energy efficient and com
together, which also car pact. Designers were chal
ries an alternate meaning in lenged to create products
Arabic, 'street market,' sug that were two to years out
gesting the 'Sook' is a com and considered food storage,
mon ground for swapping cooking, washing and conve
and sharing recipes," said nience in their designs.
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The Sook has competition
in the "Kitchen Drawer," by
Korean designer Nojae Park,
which includes a stainless
steel prep plate, mini refrig
erator, electric stovetop and
dish storage unit all in one.
Other finalists
include
"Coox," the rollaway cook
ing table by Antoine Lebrun,
and Sung Bae Chang's "Scan
Toaster," a USB toa ster that
prints news, weather and
snapshots onto slices of
toast.
When asked whom his
biggest competitor is, Bro
dowski said, "I would say
the competition is pretty
even. Each competitor brings
a unique product to the table
focusing on a wide range of
areas in the home. I really
look forward to seeing each
of these other designs close
up and finding out all the
features associated with each
that I can't learn by reading
online."
The final event will be held
Oct. 9, 2008, in Zurich, Swit
zerland, where an interna
tional jury of designers will
select a winner.
The first place winner re
ceives 5,000 Euros and a sixmonth scholarship at one of
the Electrolux global design
centers, second place 3,000
Euros and third place 2,000
Euros.
For more information visit
electrolux.com/designlab.

The TV Critic

ABC Strikes Back
Network fights to rebound from the writer's strike
By Brittany Doctor
Staff Writer

Many of our favorite
shows were put on hold
last fall and winter due to
the Writer's Guild of Amer
ica strike that lasted from
November 2007 to midFebruary of this year. The
strike left plotlines in lim
bo as producers scrambled
to. make up for the lack of
creative juices that once
flowed behind the scenes.
ABC seemed to be one of
the most affected networks
this past season, with their
Sunday and Thursday line
ups sustaining the most
damage.
Wisteria Lane was hit
by a tornado in "Desperate
Housewives" in a suitably
"desperate" attempt to fuel
the drama and action that
had been lost.
Unnecessary changes
were made: Carlos is now
blind while Gabrielle's
husband was killed in the
storm. It may have been a
fine choice to kill Victor off
of the show: it gave Gabrielle and Carlos a chance to
reconnect, but Carlos' un
expected loss of sight was
obvious filler.
The show's fifth season
premiered on Sept. 28 and
is set five ye'ars after season
four's ending.
ABC also green lit a
couple of drastic changes
to "Brothers and Sisters."
Saul confessed that he is
gay and has been strug

gling with his sexuality for
some time. Though this char
acter has never mentioned
it before, it is not much of a
surprise to hear of his sud
den coming out.
Rebecca and Justin re
vealed that they have feel
ings for each other. This was
especially surprising - and
disgusting - because the
two were supposedly halfsiblings. Trailers for the
season three premier, which
was also this past Sunday, re
vealed little information as to
how these twists will develop
during the season.
"Ugly Betty," part of their
Thursday lineup, premiered
on Sept 25. Last season, there
were so many things going
on that it was confusing and
hard to predict what would
come next. Betty had let go
of both of her lovers, and at
the beginning of the fourth
season she returns from a
month long cross-country
road trip.
In the premier episode,
Betty finds herself having to
grow up fast and take respon
sibility in her life. This is a
nice turn for her, and maybe
now she can settle down and
focus on getting a big promo
tion.
Another show that was
caught doing the "lets-throwa-bunch-of-plot-twists-inthere-and-see-if-it-works"
act was "Grey's Anatomy,"
which premiered its twohour episode after "Ugly
Betty." Izzy proves that her

character is nothing with
out a potential love interest
when it seems as if she's go
ing for Alex.She also proves
that her sole purpose in life
is to ruin her relationships
with others.
Note that only two of the
characters on this show,
Bailey and Chief Webber,
ever decide to keep their
love life and hospital life
separate. Meredith's es
tranged half sister Lexie,
who is conveniently intern
ing at the hospital, annoys
her way into George's heart
and suddenly has feelings
for him.
Erica and Callie share
another awkward moment
as they work together and
decide to come to terms
with starting a relationship
together after last season's
kiss.
Imagine if all hospitals
ran on relationships, love
and sex.
It's surprising to see how
the characters in all ofthese
shows have undergone ma
jor changes and losses in
the small amount of time
that's portrayed, as well as
how the producers had to
make due with what they
had while the writers were
gone.
The
writer's
strike
proved that the writers of
these shows are badly need
ed because without them,
the entire television indus
try would be in shambles.

Crossword

Sook: the social networking recipe generator with electronic tongue, by Adam
Brodowski, Savannah College of Art and Design.

ACROSS
1 Somewhat moist
5 Ancient Briton
9 France's longest
river
14 Borodin's prince
15 Declare
16 Rowed the boat
17 Evil
18 Allot
19 By means of
20 Senior
22 General pardon
24 Crabbily
25 Droops
26 Tax letters
27 Certain
28 Say more
31 Combine
34 Strongholds
35 Soil turner
36 Fabled canal
37 Trickery
38 Medieval peon
39 In days past
40 Kitchen
implement
41 Midsection,
informally
42 Plat section
43 Mine finds
44 Nurse, as a
drink
45 Huff and puff
46 Siberian plains
50 More crude
53 Deluge
54 Distribute
55 Unbarred
57 Relax
58 Sifting utensil
59 Fairy-tale
creature
60 Pond cover
61 Watered, as a
lawn
62 Enthusiasts
63 Females of the
species
DOWN
Golfer's gouge
Nimble
Hollow forms
Level of esteem
Dromedaries,
e.g.
6
once in a
while

1
2
3
4
5
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7 Give permission
to
8 Money man
9 Passes time
indolently
10 Desert
stopovers
11 Eye structure
12 Tenant's
payment
13 All nerves
21 Michelin product
23 Trading places
27 Parts of shoes
28 Attention getter
29 College
residence
30 Resist
31 Repast
32 Cogito
sum
33 Wild time
34 Protected from a
• c ertain danger
37 Less favorable .
38 Put down by
force
40 Slid using
gravity

Solutions
s
IAI
3
1
S

3
n
s
N
3

H
O
V
3
d

A
3
3
a
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H
O
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3
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1
N
3
d

S
1
y
1

A
0
a
3

s 1! s N V
s&3 y 0
3
N 3 d
H y 01
d 31S
d 1 s
s
y 3
n 1
s
s 3 1
S 1 y O
3 y n S
s O V s
3 N IAI V
S n
31
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V 0
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41 Wedding cake
layer
44 Rocks
45 Stand of trees
46 Severe
47 Georgia fruit
48 Follow

d
O
O
y
d
3
y
1
d

3
S
y
0
M

A
y
3
A
3
49
50
51
52

s
1
3
Id
v

O
1
1
O

H
S
V
0

1O
O 0
3 1 y
3 0 y 3
y 1
1 I s 3
1s a 1
3 1 1
H 0 0
d IAI V

1
V
3
IAI

a
3
1
S
V
0
0

•

3
A
O
y
0

S
3
1
V

1
O
A
1
a

Plant parts
Liquid assets
Miscellany
Pub
purchases
56 Org. of Toms
and Tiger
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NEWS
Strozier's lecture series still
carries weight at Armstrong
Years have passed, but cross-discipline lectures still draw crowds
By Joseph Schwartzburt
Staff Writer

"There was always a
great amount of interest.
The Robert Strozier Fac We never had trouble fill
ulty Lecture Series turns 26 ing the space," Welsh said.
The first official LL&DA
this year, but it wasn't always
known by its current title. Lecture Series ran from Oct.
John Welsh, aformer Eng 7 through June 2, 1982-83.
lish professor at Armstrong, The first lecture, "The Great
explained that the lectures Gatsby: A Reading", was
started wholly as a project presented by Jim Jones.
Strozier oversaw the se
of Ar mstrong State College's
Department of Languages, ries by himself for the first
Literature and Dramatic Arts. three years until it was re
According to Welsh, Dr. alized that a committee to
Robert Strozier presented select prospective speakers
the idea to Bob Crain, the in would result in a broader
coming department head at spectrum of presenters.
Today the series com
that time. Crain jumped at
mittee
includes Dr. Carol
the proposal. It wasn't until
Jamison
of the English de
years later, at the insistence
of then-Armstrong presi partment, Dr. Christopher
dent Dr. Robert A. Burnett, Hendricks of t he history de
that the series was renamed partment and philosophy
in honor of Strozier after his professor Dr. Jack Simmons,
retirement in the mid-90s. who chairs the committee.
Strozier himself recalls the According to Jamison, there
first unofficial lectures tak is very little trouble in fill
ing place in a small room in ing the lecture time slots.
Originally the objective of
Gamble Hall. The presenters
soon drew crowds too large the series was the exchange
for the confined space, and of ideas within majors. Stro
after the lectures expanded zier also cited communica
they were held at in the Hu tion among different depart
man Services Auditorium. ments and professors' desires

to present their work
outside of c lassroom set
tings as reasons for insti
tuting the lecture series.
Strozier was glad to
hear that the series is
still going strong, but he
was not surprised. He
knew that "if it got go
ing, it would stay going."
He thinks of profes
sors as "intelligent people
who want to talk about
what they know, and
want to hear others talk
about what they know."
The lecture series cre
ates opportunities for pro
fessors to show their tal
ents and work to students
and faculty genuinely
interested in being there.
This year's lectures take
place in University Hall
Room 156. They begin at
12:15 P-ni. on specified
dates that can be found
on the school's website, as
well as on posters hang
ing throughout campus.
The series is free to
students, faculty and the
public.

F R E E 1/ 2 HOUR PO OL WITH L UNCH P URCHASE
FROM OPEN - 3 PM

7 DAYS A WEEK

Wed & Thurs $5 pitcher & $5/hour pool table

Wi-Fi access
:
T~"
Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre
Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside
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September 25-28 & October 2-4, 2008 at 7:30 p.m.

Classifieds

Masquers Chinese Theater* (3 p.m. only on Sun., Sep. 28)

General Admission: $10; discounts available. AASU Free with valid I.D.
Advance tickets available at the Fine Arts Lobby Box Office
11 a.m . - 3 p.m. weekdays, 344.2801
Tickets available 24 hours at: www.finearts.armstrong.edu/tickets.html
Funded by Armstrong Atlantic State University's Student Government Association
Connect Savannah is the media sponsor of the Masquers
*MCT: 13040 Abercorn Street-Located in Armstrong Center
Mtm, Art* 4 B

Jobs
Live Wire Music Hall and Cafe is seeking DYNAMIC, FLIRTY, HARD
WORKING people who can also sell! We need bartenders, wait staff,
cooks, dishwashers, bar backs, bouncers, musicians and comedians!
Please apply in person at 307 West River Street.
Apply in person between 4:00-7:00 p.m. We are open 4:00 p.m.-3:00
a.m. We will soon be open 11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. We have LIVE MUSIC!
Mon-Sat and comedy every Wed! C ome see us!

4-0 u vi+e/fov

For Rent
sit"
Two bedrooms for rent, some utilities included. $300.00 each/month
& $300.00 deposit. C all Paula (912)629.6205, leave a message. Pr efer
non-smoker and non-drinker.

JB

4*K%/

,

c.oa4*a&4"
AT
irtkwe-ll®

"Last one! - $144,700 - New spacious 3BR/2.5BA tovynhome. 4 00
Tibet Ave. C all (912)925.0864. www.yorktownplace.com "

Events
Party with the Savannah Derby Devils at"Scary-oke"at the Rail Pub
on Oct. 10 at 8:00 p.m. Win contests and other prizes! Visit www.
savannahderby.com for more info.

